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1. Introduction 

This paper explores the relationship between two distinct approaches 

to the theory of information in general competitive equilibrium. One 

approach, initiated by Radner, [13] and [14], is through the theory of 

competitive equilibrium under uncertainty. In this framework, the exogenous 

state of the world is random, and agents have state dependent objectives. 

Each agent has an exogenously given partition of the set of states. An 

equilibrium price system, which associates an equilibrium price with each 

state, also generates a partition. In [14], Radner discussed the case in 

which agents use this partition to augment their individual information, 

and emphasized the efficiency of equilibrium when the price partition is at 

least as fine as every agent's private partition. 

More recently, the information communicated by prices was studied in 

a different context by Green [2]. The model investigated by Green was one 

in which some agents were exogenously informed of the state and others 

conditioned their expectations on the equilibrium price. Conditions were 

established under which any equilibrium price system communicates complete 

information. Further results of this nature were obtained in different 

contexts by Grossman [4] and Kihlstrom and Mirman [9]. 

However, attempts to establish the general existence of price condi

tional expectations equilibria produced counterexamples (Green [3] and 

Kreps [10]). These examples rest on an informational discontinuity which 

was mentioned by Radner [14, p. 51]. In [8], I showed that difficulties 

were liable to occur whenever expectations were conditioned on endogenous 
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variables. A striking exception to the general negative result of that 

paper is the case in which each agent's expectations are conditioned on 

the information generated by his allocation and the equilibrium price. 

Any equilibrium under complete information is sustained under this 

information structure [8, p. 11-12]. 

This result suggests that the expectations equilibrium problem is 

related to the theory of informationally decentralized allocation mecha-
.' 

nisms, initiated by Hurwicz [7]. An allocation mechanism includes a 

message process by which agents communicate information about the environ-

ment. A major goal of this theory is the characterization. of the minimal 

amount of information which must be conveyed by a decentralized message 

process in order for the reSUlting allocations to meet certain requirements. 

The amount of information conveyed by a message process has been studied in 

terms of various concepts of the "size" of the space of equilibrium messages 

(Hurwicz [5] and [6], Mount and Reiter [11], Osana [12], and Walker [17]), 

and in terms of the fineness of the partition generated by the map from 

environments to equilibrium messages (Hurwicz [7] and Reiter [16]). 

The competitive message process, as formalized by Mount and Reiter [11], 

communicates competitive equilibrium prices and individual net trades. Thus 

the above-mentioned existence of complete information equilibria is obtained 

if each agent uses the information generated by his own endowment and the 

competitive message. This observation suggests that the concept of expec-

tations equilibrium can be extended to general message processes by stipu-

lating that the relevant utility function for each agent is his expected 
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utility function conditioned on private information and the information 

generated by the equilibrium message. 

The object of this paper is the study of message processes for which 

expectations equilibria generally exist. Such processes are termed 

"admissible". In section 3, we obtain a necessary condition for admissi-

bility which is close to the decentralization condition known as "privacy". 

Sections 4 and 5 provide two results on the informational minimality of the 
.' 

competitive message process. In section 4, it is shown that any admissible 

message process which supports nonwasteful allocations uses a message space 

which is locally at least as large as the competitive message space. 

Section 5 is devoted to the case in which expectations are based on partial 

data computed from the competitive message. The main result of this paper 

is that admissibility requires that if the competitive message is condensed 

at all, it must be condensed to a constant. This result implies that the 

partition generated by the competitive message process is minimal among 

partitions generated by continuous, nonconstant, privacy-preserving message 

processes. Section 6 contains a discussion of the amount of information 

agents need in order to associate the elements of the message partition 

with the respective messages. 

Throughout the paper, the analysis is confined to the class of Cobb-

Douglas exchange environments with two states of the world. With the 

exception of section 6, the main results are directly inherited by any set 

of stochastic environments which contains this set. This inheritance 

property is discussed more specifically below, and the strength of the 
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two event case is also discussed in [8]. However, the model used here 

will not be acceptably general until it is expanded to include production 

decisions and a careful treatment of financial commodities. 
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2 • Defini tions 

2.1 Definitions: There are K agents, indexed by the superscript i, 

and L commodities, indexed by the subscript j ,with 2 < K < = and 

2 < L < = The ith agent has a consumption Xi int L space = R+ ' an 

endowment space Oi L = int R+ , and a space of net trades yi = Xi _ Oi. 

X = IlK Xi K Oi K i K i Let 0 = IIi=l and Y = {y £ IIi=l Y . 
Ei=l Y ~ O}. i=l , . 

The space of static environments is defined as in [11]. Let 

U
i 

= {a
i 

£ int R~ E~=l a~ = I}, where each a
i 

in U
i 

represents a 

utility function ~i Xi ~ R defined by ui(xi) = E~=l a~ In x~ ; let 

iLK i U be topoligized as a subspace of R ,and let U = IIi=l U • For each 

i let Ei = Oi x Ui • The space of static environments is the space 

E = II~=l Ei. 

2.2. Remarks: A "state of the world", as this term is commonly used, is 

a complete description of everything that is relevant to every agent. In 

the present context, a state of the world is simply an endowment 

and a K-tuple of utilities u £ U. Although time will not be formally 

represented in the model, we will suppose that the endowment i~.,,;:fal:i.!.~~_~d 

in the present, whereas the state dependent utilities may not be realized 

until the future, after exchange takes place. Suppose there are only two 

possible states, a , represented by (w , u ) a a £ E , and b , represented 

by (wb ' U
b

) £ E. If 
i i 

wa =I- wb ' the ith agent can infer the state 

directly from his endowment, and can thus predict his utility function 

with certainty before trading takes place. Even if i i .th 
wa = wb ,the ~--
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agent may have exogenous information which enables him to identify the 

state before trade. Thus the description of a two-event stochastic 

exchange environment requires, in addition to the specification of the 

two states and their probabilities, the description of the exogenous 

information available to agents before trading. 

2.3 Definitions: Let K I = TI i =l {0,1} , with generic element 
i K 

n = (n )i=l. 

An element of I is called an exogenous information structure. The ith 

agent is said to be informed if ni = 1, and uninformed otherwise. Define 

the space of stochastic environments by S = {(A,n,ea,eb ) e: (0,1) x I x E x E: 

i..1 i for each i, if wa T ~ then i n = 1}, with generic element s. The first 

component, A, of a stochastic environment is defined to be the probability 

of state a. 

2.4 Remarks: Since any element in E x E can be a pair of states, there is 

no imposed relationship between the state dependent characteristics of 

different agents. The strength of this "decomposability" assumption 

(Hurwicz [7])can be seen by considering a special case of the model introduced 

by Green in [2]. Suppose that the commodities traded are contingent claims, 

and agents are uncertain about the true probability distribution on the events 

1 ~ j ~ L. In the present model, two states (W , u) and a a (~, ub ) could 

be associated with two such probability distributions only if for each j, 

i 
/ i i' 

/ 
i' for all i and i' • Thus the results obtained here aaj '1,j = aaj ~j 

will not be directly applicable to this case. 

2.5 Definitions: Let r . S -+ E and a· rb: S -+ E be given by: 
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otherwise; 

= 1, and 

i 
(1 - ).)~). otherwise. 

2.6 Remarks: The function r associates with each stochastic environ
a 

ment the endowment realized in state a, and for each i, the ith 

agent's conditional expected utility function given the exogenous infor-

mation he receives in state a. The function rb associates with each 

stochastic environment the analogous realization for state b. Suppose 

we associate with each s the competitive equilibrium for r (s), and the 
a 

competitive equilibrium for rb(s). This is a highly simplified version of 

the equilibrium concept studied in [13], in which agents choose their 

excess demands by maximizing expected utility conditional on exogenous 

information. In general, any allocation mechanism for static environments 

can be composed with 

on S. 

r a and to determine an allocation mechanism 

An unsatisfactory feature of this type of mechanism is that agents 

make no use of the information generated by the endogenous variables of 

the mechanism itself. In the theory developed by Hurwicz [7], an allocation 

mechanism includes as part of its description a message process by which 

agents exchange information about the environment through the exchange of 

messages. Uninformed agents would naturally use this process as a source 

of information about the state. Suppose that a message process associates 
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with each static environment an equilibrium message. If uninformed agents 

condition their expected utility on the equilibrium message, the resulting 

static environment is influenced by the message. This feedback is the 

focus of the expectations equilibrium concept defined below. 

2.7 Allocation Processes: A message process is a pair (~,M), where M 

is a Hausdorff space and ~. is a continuous function from E ontoM. The space 

M is called a message space. An allocation process is a triple (~,M,g), 

where (~,M) is a message process, and g: M + Y. An allocation process 

(~,M,g) is said to be nonwasteful if for each e € E, the trade 

is Pareto efficient for e. 

2.8 Expectations Equilibrium: An expectations equilibrium for a stochastic 

environment s = (A,n,ea,e
b

) and a message process (~,M) is a set Ee M 

such that either: 

ii) E = {~·r (s)}, a and ~·r (s) = 
a 

A message process (~,M) is said to be admissible if for each s £ S, an 

expectations equilibrium exists for s and (~,M). 

2.9 Remarks: The above definition of an allocation process differs from 

that of Mount and Reiter [11, pp. 169-170] by requiring M to be Hausdorff 

and ~ to be single-valued. If ~ is set-valued, the ability of an 

uninformed agent to distinguish between states according to their equilibrium 

messages may depend on the particular messages selected, and thus may be 

undetermined. The Hausdorff requirement insures that the topological structure 
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of a message process preserves observable distinctions between events. 

A message process assigns a message to each static environment, so 

an equilibrium for a two event stochastic environment will be a pair of 

messages, one for each state. If the messages are distinct, uninformed 

agents can infer the state from the message, so the message in each state 

should agree with each agent's known state dependent characteristics. If 

the two messages are the same, the common message should agree with the 

state dependent characteristics of the informed agents in each state, and 

the common endowment and expected utility of the uninformed agents. These 

two cases are described by 2.8 (i) and (ii) respectively. An expectations 

equilibrium will fail to exist if ~(ea) = ~(eb) and 

An uninformed agent is, by interpretation, an agent for whom the 

relevant distinction between the two states is not realized until after an 

allocation is made, Put somewhat differently, an uninformed agent's allo

cation is an investment with an uncertain return. However, the return may 

be predictable given information which is directly available to other 

agents. An expectations equilibrium allows an uninformed agent to obtain 

this information if it is distinguished by the equilibrium messages. 
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3. A Necessary Condition for Admissibility 

3.1 Lemma: Suppose that (~,M) is an admissible message process. Then 

for each ea , eb £ E 

satisfied: 

at least one of the following two conditions is 

i) 

ii) 

Proof: 

~(ea) ~ ~(eb); or 

for each A £ (0,1) and each . ° l. such that 

~(e ) ~(eb ) , where a 
Aio Ato 

t:' ui ) if i ~ 
.0 

i a l. , 

e = a A 
i O 

Aui i iO; (w , + (1 - A)~) if i = a a 

f~' 
i 

if i ~ iO 
i u

b
) 

and eb = 
A
1

0 

Au
i + (1 -

i 
if .0 

(wb ' A)u
b

) i = l. • a 

Let e a' eb £ E and suppose that ~(e ) = ~(eb)' a 
.0 .0 

Let 

1 .0 
< K such that 

l. l. and let I be given by < l. W = wb ; n £ a 
i .0 

= 1 for all i ~ 
.0 and l. = O. Then for each A £ n l. , n 

r (A,n,e ,a) = e and a a b a 
Aio 

follows from 2.8 (ii). 

3.2 Definition: For each i and each ea , eb £ E, define: 

i 
e * e a b = 

{

I i-I 
(eb , "., eb 

~ otherwise. 

i+l 
e
b 

, ..• , K) l.' f e
b 

(0,1), 

i 
wb ' and 
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Given ea , ~ € E, the notation ~(ea)n ~(eb) denotes the intersection 

of one point sets. 

3.3 Proposition: Suppose that (~,M) is an admissible message process. 

Then for each i and each e
a

, e
b 

€ E 

i i Proof: Let ea , e
b 

€ E and let 1 < i < K. If w ; ~, the assertion a 

is trivial, that i i 
First that ~(ea) = ~(eb)· so suppose w = ~. suppose a 

Then by 3.1, lJ(e ) = lJ (e ) for each A € (0,1). If A -+ 1, a A bA i i 

e -+ e and a
A 

a Therefore, by the continuity of ~, 

i 

~(e ) 
a 

Similarly, letting A -+ 0 yields 

so Second, suppose that 

observation that 

3.4 Remarks: Since (*) restricts the behavior of ~ only at the endpoints 

of intervals in E, it is not in general sufficient for admissibility. For 

example, suppose that ~ is 1 - 1 on E. Let 

and let lJ' be obtained by identifying the values of lJ at the (at most 2K-
1

) 

static environments generated by repeated applications of the operations 

to ea and e
b

• Then lJ' satisfies (*) but may not be admissible. However, 

Lemma 3.8 (ii) below indicates that for most economically interesting message 
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processes on E, (*) is sufficient for admissibility. 

Condition (*) was suggested by the "crossing condition" used 

by Mount and Reiter [11] to characterize a decentralization property 

introduced by Hurwicz [7, Definition 4, p. 32]. This characterization'is 

stated formally below. 

3.5 Definitions ([11], pp. 170-171): A correspondence ~ on E to a 

set M is said to be privacy preserving if for each i there exists a 

i i nK i i 
correspondence ~: E ++ M such that ~(e) = "i=l~ (e) for each e E E. 

For each i 
e • e = a b 

i-1 i i+1 ••• , e
b 

ea , e
b 

, ••• , 

3.6 Proposition ([11], Lemma 5, p. 171): A correspondence ~ on E to 

a set M is privacy preserving if and only if for each i and each 

(x) 

3.7 Remarks: Since a message process associates with each static environment 

an equilibrium message, a privacy preserving message process is one for which 

the static equilibrium conditions can be verified for each agent indepen-

dent1y. This means that in equilibrium, all information which an agent 

receives about the rest of the environment is embodied in the equilibrium 

message. In an expectations equilibrium, this information condition is 

imposed by definition for uninformed agents. The static equilibrium message 

is an uninformed agent's only source of information about whether the 
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Thus (*) arises as a crossing condition for 

3.8 Lemma: Suppose that (~,M,g) is a nonwasteful allocation process and 

that (~,M) satisfies (*). Then 

i) 

only if i 
CI. a 

i a,,; and 

for some i, then 

if) for each (A,n,ea,eb ) € S, {~(ea),~(eb)} is an expectations 

equilibrium. 

Proof: Let with and suppose that 

Let y = g.~(ea) = g.~(eb). Since y is a Pareto efficient trade for 

e and a P be the common normalized gradient of 
a 

at 

Wi + yi a for each i, and let Pb be the common normalized gradient 

of at 

i O i O 

W = ~. a 
.0 

i + i 
~ Y for each 

If Pa :f. Pb' then y 

1. If 

is not a Pareto efficient trade for 

i O 
*1 But (*) implies that ~(e ), so we must have eb ea· ~(eb* ea ) = 

a 

Pa = Pb' which proves (i). 

To prove (ii), it suffices to show that for any 

It follows from (i) that if ~(e ) = ~(eb)' then 
i i for all e eb a a 

such that i o. Thus if ~(e ) = ~(eb)' then r (s) = and n = e a a a 

rb (s) = eb , which completes the proof. 

i 
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3.9 Remarks: The argument used to prove 3.8 (i) is standard (see [6, 

pp. 1 - 7] and [11, Lemma 29, p. 187] for other applications and further 

references). Statement 3.8 (ii) should not be given too much importance, 

since it depends heavily on the present definition of E. In fact, if one 

merely relaxes the requirement that i Ejaj = 1, one can construct examples, 

similar to the one in 3.4, showing that condition (*) and nonwaste-

fulness do not imply admissibility. For an example of an admissible message 

process for which {~(ea),~(eb)} is not always an expectations equilibrium, 

let ~: E + RK be given by ~(e) = (I lall I, .•. , I laKI I), where 11·1 I 

denotes the euclidean norm. 
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4. The Competitive Message Process 

4.1 Definitions: Let A denote the relative interior of the unit simplex 

L and let M { (p ,y) e: A )( Y: I: yi = 0 and for each i, py i OJ. R+, = = c i 

For each i, let i Ei ++ M be defined by i i {(p,y): i 
II : II (e ) = y 

c c 

II : E + M be given 
c c 

by Then is the competitive message 

process [11, Definition 25, p. lB5]. 

4.2 Remarks: Since Cobb-Douglas exchange economies satisfy the gross 

substitutes condition [1, p. 225], llC is a Cl function from the KL(L-l) 

dimensional manifold E to the K(L-l) dimensional manifold M • c 

The admissibility of (llc,Mc ) follows from Lemma 3.B (ii), but we 

will give a simpler proof which does not use the Cobb-Douglas assumption. 

As is indicated in [B, Proposition 3.6 and Remarks 3.7], the admissibility 

of the competitive message process also extends to the case in which there 

are many possible states, and the function llc is a selection from the 

static equilibrium correspondence. 

4.3 Proposition: The competitive message process is admissible. Moreover, 

Proof: 

(p ,y) = 

Since 

Let 

II (e ) and, if c a 

(p ,y) 
i i 

e: II (e ) c a 

i i n = 0, let w 

II (e ) = II (e
b
). 

c a c 
Let 

i = w a 
i 

=~ and let xi i = Y + 
i w . 

and (p,y) i i 
e: llc(eb), it follows by definition 

in 
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that i maximizes i subject to 
i i and 

i also x u px < pw , x a -

maximizes i subject the constraint. Then i maximizes u
D 

to same x 

combination of i and i subject to the same constraint, any convex u ~ a 

(p,y) i i 
AU

i + i 
all Thus whenever so € llc(W , (l-).)u

b
) for A. a 

" (e ) - " (e) we have "or (s) = " or (s) = " (e ). "c a -"c b ' "c a "c b "c a This completes 

the proofo 

4.4 Remarks: There are stochastic environments (A,n,ea,eb ) € S for which 

ill or (s)} is also 
c a 

an expectations equilibrium. 

The following result, which is adapted directly from [6] and [11, 

Theorem 35, p. 190], shows that the competitive message space is locally of 

minimal "size" subject to the requirements of nonwastefu1ness and admissibility. 

4.5 Theorem: Suppose that (ll,M,g) is a nonwastefu1 allocation process and 

that (ll ,M) satisfies (*). Then M has a subset which is locally homeo-

morphic to M • c 

Proof: Let e = (w,u) € E, and let E = ie' € E: w' = wl. Then E w' W 

identified with UJ is a K(L-1) dimensional manifold. By Lemma 3.8 (i), 

II is 1 - 1 on E Let V be a neighborhood of ll(e) in M. Then 

ll-l(V) contains a compact neighborhood V' of e in E. 
W 

Since M is 

Hausdorff, it follows that ll: V' + ll(V') is a homeomorphism. Since 

int V' and M are manifolds of the same dimension, the result follows 
c 

easily. 
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4.6 Remark: The strength of Theorem 4.5 lies in its app1icability to 

any allocation process defined on a larger class of environments, whose 

restriction to E satisfies the hypothesis. 
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5. Admissible Data Processes 

In applying the competitive message process to stochastic environments, 

we have thus far required uninformed agents to use the entire competitive 

message to forecast their future utility. Proposition 4.3 shows that this 

guarantees not only the existence of an expectations equilibrium, but the 

existence of the equilibrium which would obtain if all agents were informed. 

In this section we consider the case in which uninformed agents base 

their forecasts on some condensation of the competitive message, for example 

price, or the volume of trade. 

5.1 Notation: In this section only, the competitive message process will 

be denoted (~,M), without the previous subscripts. 

5.2 Definitions: A data process is a pair (f,Z), where Z is a Hausdorff 

space and f is a continuous function from M onto Z. A data process 

(f,Z) is said to be admissible if the message process (f·~,Z) is admissible. 

If f is one to one, (f,Z) is said to be discrete; and (f,Z) is said to 

be trivial if Z contains only one element. Given a data process (f,Z), 

a subset Fe M is said to be observable if -1 F = f (z) for some Z £ Z. 

5.3 Remarks: If (f,Z) is a data process, the message process (f·~,Z) 

would be a condensation of ~,in the terminology of Reiter [16, Definition 3, 

p. 329], if f were "locally sectioned" [11, Definition 6, p. 173]. The 

definition of admissibility embodies the requirement that all uninformed 

agents use the same data process. The main result of this paper is that all 
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admissible data processes are either discrete or trivial. 

The following lemma is a corollary of Proposition 3.3. 

5.4 Lemma: Suppose that (f,Z) is an admissible data process. Then for 

each i and each 

(*' ) 

5.5 Definitions: Given an ordered K-tuple of static exchange environments 

for each 1. Then for each i, 

is an L dimensional manifold. That is, if 

i i i Eii i o i oi 0 i Eii is e = (00 ,a ) e: , then for each j , aj = Pj(ooj + Yj )/p 00 ; so 

~i . * K ii locally diffeomorphic to Let E = ll. IE and let ll* denote the 
~= 

* i K * restriction of II to E . Let e* be the environment (ei)i=l e: E and 

let m = ll*(e*). The K-tuple K 
{e~}i=l is a local generator at ~ if the 

differential Dll*(e*) has full rank. 

5.6 Lemma: Let (f,Z) be a data process and let F be an observable 

subset of M. Suppose that (f,Z) satisfies (*'), and that for each m e: F, 

ll -l(F) . 1 1 conta~ns a oca generator at m. Then F = M. 

Proof: The lemma will be proved by showing that F is open and closed. 

Since M is connected, the lemma will follow. That F is closed 

follows from the continuity of f and the fact that Z is Hausdorff. 

To show that F is open, let m e: F and let {e.}~ lC; ll-l(F) 
~ ~= 

be 

a local generator at m. Using the notation in 5.5, we have that for 
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each i, Eiic: (~i)-l(F). We now show that there is an open neighbor

hood V of e* in E* such that VC ~-l(F). Let (p,y) = m, and 

for each i, let and let i i (w ,a. ) = i 
e .• 1. Let 

an open neighborhood of 
i' 'i i w in 01. such that for each w € V , 

'i i i 
w + Y € X and 

'i i i 
w + Yi € X. As noted in 5.5, Vi can be viewed 

as an open neighborhood of i 
e. 1. 

be the environment obtained by replacing 

For each 

with 

'i i e € V , let 

'i 
e in 

e. 1. 

note that by the definition of Eii. Let K i 
V = IT. 1V • 1.= 

Then for each environment 'i K 
(e )i=l € V, there is an environment 

e" € 
-1 ]..I (m) with 

"i 'i w = w 

in ~-l(F), it follows from 

for each 

, 
(* ) that 

1. This implies that 

" Since each such e and e i is 

-1 VC]..I (F). Finally, since 

D]..I*(e*) is surjective, ]..I (V) contains an open neighborhood of m. 

5.7 Remarks: The second paragraph in the proof of 5.6 indicates the role 

of a local generator. Suppose that a subset of M contains a collection 

of messages {mil associated with a local generator at m. Then by repeated 

applications of the operations to environments in 
-1 ]..I (m) and 

-1 ]..I ({m.}), one generates environments whose equilibrium messages compose 1. 

a neighborhood of m. In principle, this method of analysis seemS applicable 

to any message process for which the required differential exists. However, 

any application requires the construction of local generators, which is 

accomplished here for the competitive message process. 
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Lemma 5.8 establishes a sufficient condition for a collection of 

environments to be a local generator. Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 show that if 

(f,Z) is admissible and F is an observable set containing more than 

one message, such a collection can be constructed in ~-l(F) at any message 

in F. The length of these steps is due largely to the Cobb-Douglas 

assumption. If the set of environments is enlarged in such a way that 

* remains a C1 function, the enlargement of E may make it easier 

for D~* to be surjective. In an earlier version of this paper, the set 

of environments was enlarged to include 2 C perturbations of Cobb-Douglas 

utility functions which preserve the gross substitutes condition. In that 

case the construction of local generators is considerably less tedious. 

The advantage of working with a smaller class of environments is that the 

hereditary property of the result is stronger. This is discussed further 

in 5.12 below. 

5.8 Lemma: Let (p*,y*) = ~(e*), and for each i, let 

(Pi'Y.) = ~(e.). Suppose that for each agent i and each commodity j, 
l. l. 

*i i 
Y j :/: Yij· Then K 

{eili=l is a local generator at (p* ,y*) • 

Proof: For each i, let Mic: A x RL be defined by Mi = {(p,yi): 

i py = Ol. Let the function hi: A x Eii + Mi be given by 

iii i 
h (p,e ) = (p,y ), where y is the excess demand at p of the 

agent described by e
i

• To show that D~*(e*) is surjective, it 

suffices to show that Dhi(p*,e*i) is surjective for each 1. Let 

i i RL i = ol, di . Eii Mi M * = {y € : p*y and let • + * be given by p P 

di(ei ) = hi(p*,ei ). Then it suffices to show that Ddi(e*i) is 
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surjective. As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, let Vi be an open 

neighborhood of w*i such that for each W 
i i i i xi € V , W + y* € 

and 
i i i 

and view Vi neighborhood of e*i Eii. W + Yi € X , as a € 

For each commodity j , and each i i let W € V , 

( i) (* if i f * i i rj W = P ,w Piw )(Pij Pj). Then, on V, the function d 

. iii i i 
is given by d~(w) = rj(w )Yij + wj(rj(w ) - 1). By hypothesis, 

for all j, so i 
r. (w* ) :I 1 

J 

follows easily that Ddi(w*i) is surjective. 

for all j. It 

5.9 Lemma: Suppose that (f,Z) is a data process which satisfies (*'). 

Let F be an observable subset of M and let (p,y) € F. Suppose that 

F contains more than one message. Then there is an ordered K-tuple of 

environments such that 

i) ~(e*) = (p,y); 

ii) for each i, the price component of ~(ei) differs from p; and 

iii) 
i' i'" 

wij = Wi"j' for all agents i, i', i", i'" and all commodities 

j ,j , • 

Proof: Let (p,y):I (p' ,y') € F; and let e € ~-l(p,y) and 

e' € ~-l(p',y') with w~ = w,~ =1 for all i, j, for some.1 > o. 
J J 

..J.' ",i ..J. ",'i If P T p', choose k large enough so that for each i, ~ T ~ For 

each i, let 

i 
Pi :I p, let e i = e* e'. If Pi = p, there are two possibilities to 

consider. First suppose that p' = p. Since p. = p and W = w', we 
1. 
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must have i ,i 
y = y • However, since (p,y) # (p',y'), we must have 

R-# ,R-y y for some R- # i, so let e = i 
e*l(e*ie ,). Second, suppose that 

p' # p. Then by the choice of e and e' , 0.
1 # 0. 

,R- for all R-. 

and w = w', R- R- each # 1. Since Pi = P we must have y # Yi for R-

R- # i, 
!/, i K 

Therefore, for any let e i = e* (e* e'). Then {ei }i=l 

satisfies the Lemma, since e* = e. 

5.10 Lemma: Suppose that (f,Z) is a data process which satisfies (*'). 

Let F be an observable subset of M and let (p*,y*) € F. Suppose that 

F contains more than one message. Then ~-l(F) contains a local generator 

at (p*,y*). 

Proof: Applying Lemma 5.9, let K 
{ei }i=l satisfy 5.9(i) - (iii), and 

let for each 1. If i ..J. *i 
Yij T Yj for all i, j, then 

K 
{ei }i=l is a local generator by Lemma 5.8. Therefore suppose that 

for some i, jOe However, since Pi # p*, there are 

commodities and for which and Using 

5.9 (iii), let Jt be the common endowment of each commodity held by 

each agent, and let G be the one dimensional submanifo1d of 

i -1 G = {e i wi + i xi, i i Xi. (~) (p* ,y*) defined by . y* e: w + y . e: . , 
~ 

i .It for all j # R-, R- ' . and 
i 

= .kL Let i i 
be the Wj = p*w e » wR-, 

coordinate system for G. Condition (*') implies that for each 

i e e: G , the environment 1 i 
(e

i
, ... , e , .•• , Accordingly, 

let 

coordinate of 

i be given by setting p (e ) equal to the price 

i K ••• , e , ••• , ei ), and consider the function 
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i i i i i e e+ p(e )w , which associates with each e e: G the value of w 

i . 
i El£ (e )w

1
] I at the price p (e ). Then i i PH,- PH.' (p~/pr) , 

de e i 

sirice 
i 

w •• 
1J 

= k. for all j: Also if and only if 

PiJ' J PJ*" so we can choose nand n' so that p. - p. ,(p*/p*,) J O. T • N N 1i 1i i i T 

Thus the function iii e + p(e )w is locally injective. 

budget shares for all commodities other than i and 

Also, the 

i' are 

constant on G. Since i' fI.. p(')w =K. 
i for all i':I i, it follows that 

for each j:l i,i', the function on G obtained by projecting 

1 K 
lJ(e., ... ,-, ... e.) 

1 1 
to the th i-- agent's excess demand for commodity j 

is locally injective. This implies that for some e i e: G, if 

(p~, y~) = ll(e~, ••• ei, 111 
N ... e. ) 
1 

then j • The 

Lemma follows directly. 

5.11 Theorem: A data process (f,Z) satisfies (*') if and only if (f,Z) 

is either discrete or trivial. 

Proof: Since (ll,M) is admissible, any discrete data process is 

admissible. Condition (*') is obvious for trivial data processes. 

Necessity follows directly from Lemma 5.10. 

5.12 Remarks: Theorem 5.11 indicates that if the expectations of uninformed 

agents are based on any nontrivial condensation of the competitive message 

process, expectations equilibria can fail to exist, even in the class of 
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two-event Cobb-Douglas exchange environments. It follows that if (f,Z) 

is a data process which admits the existence of expectations equilibria on 

any class of stochastic exchange environments containing S, (f,Z) must be 

discrete or trivial. 

This result depends on the requirement that all uninformed agents use 

the same data process. If this assumption is relaxed, the proof of 4.3 

indicates that complete information expectations equilibria exist when the 

.th, . d·· d (i) f h i ~-- agent s expectat10ns are con 1t10ne on p,y , or eac . 

Theorem 5.11 also establishes an interesting informational efficiency 

property of the competitive message process. If (f,Z) is a data process 

(f·~,Z) is a message process,and the partition of E induced by ~ is as 

fine as that induced by f·~. In the language of [16], ~ reveals as much 

as f·~. Then 5.11 implies that any privacy preserving message process which 

reveals less than the competitive process must map E to a constant. The 

crossing condition (x) implies that the partition induced by a privacy 

preserving process is a "product partition", having the characteristic prop-

erty that each element is of the form for each i. 

Thus, among partitions induced by data processes, the competitive partition 

is a minimal nontrivial product partition. 

This property appears to be quite different from the type of informa-

tional efficiency established in [6] and [11], of which Theorem 4.5 is an 

application. Both properties seem sufficiently fundamental to the structure 

of the competitive process that their formal relationship should be explored. 

Another question for future research is whether the continuity assumption, 

which is used in Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6, can be dropped. 
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2 The Knowledge Required to Form Expectations 

The expectations equilibrium concept presumes that uninformed agents 

can predict their future utility from the current message whenever the 

two states generate distinct messages. However, the fact that m I m' does 

not by itself enable an agent to predict state a when m is observed, 

and state b when m' is observed. This section is addressed to the 

question of how much information is used in making such predictions. Unlike 

the main results of the previous sections, the results obtained here are not 

directly inherited by stochastic environments with many states, and should be 

regarded as merely suggestive. 

It is perhaps most natural to suppose that expectations are formed on 

the basis of empirical observation. If an uninformed agent observes that 

the message m is generally followed by the return he obtains in state a, 

he will predict state a given m. An expectations equilibrium is sustained 

under this type of expectation formation. Whether or not it can be dynami-

cally achieved in this way is a question which will not be treated here. 

The observed relationship between messages and states for a particular 

stochastic environment can be represented by an ordered pair (ma'~)' such 

that the set {ma'~} is an expectations equlibrium. Knowledge of the 

ordered pair (ma'~) clearly suffices for associating states with elements 

of the expectations equilibrium set {ma'~}. Of course if ma = ~, the 

message is associated with the given probability distribution of the two 

2The topic of this section was motivated by some comments of 
Professor Radner. 
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states. 

This leads to the question of whether the entire ordered pair (ma'~) 

is needed. Any condensation of ordered pairs can be represented by a function 

v on M x M, so the question becomes: What functions v have the property 

that for each stochastic environment, v(ma'~) contains sufficient informa

tion for associating cond~tional probabilities of states with elements of an 

equilibrium set {ma'~}. Consider a message process {~,M}, such as the 

competitive process, with the property that for each stochastic environment 

m. a Knowledge of 

predict states according to the following rule: 

otherwise expect state b. 

enables agents to 

if m = expect state 

The difference between the expectations formed with the information 

(ma'~)' and those formed with only the information ma , is that the latter 

are never probabalistic. If ma = ~, uninformed agents will always expect 

state a with certainty. 

a, 

However, if {~(ea),~(eb)} is always an expectations equilibrium, it 

must be the case that whenever ~(ea) = ~(eb)' ~·rb(s) = ~(ea)' Thus agents 

will be mistakenly certain of state a only when the resulting equilibrium 

message is the same as if they had formed the statistically correct expectations 

given the message. In the particular case of the competitive process, an 

uninformed agent's excess demand would be unaffected if his expectations were 

corrected. (Under the Cobb-Douglas assumption, the force of this observation 

is somewhat diminished by the implication of 3.8(i) that ~ (e ) = ~ (eb ) only cae 

if i i 
ua = ub for each uninformed agent i. However, the proof of 4.3 indicates 
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that the Cobb-Douglas assumption can be relaxed for this argument.) These 

remarks indicate that in determining the amount of information used to form 

expectations, it may be useful to require only correct expectations equili-

bria, rather than correct expectations. We now show that this requirement 

can be formalized using a privacy condition for uninformed agents. 

6.1 Definitions: An inference process is a pair (v,N), where v: M x M + N. 

An information process is a pair of processes (~,M;v,N), where (~,M) is a 

message process and (v,N) is an inference process. 

Given a message process (~,M), let ~o: S + M x M be given by 

o 
~ (A,n,ea,eb ) = (~(ea)' ~(eb»' An information equilibrium for a stochastic 

environment s and an information process (~,M;v,N) is a set reM x N 

such that r = E x {v·~o(s)}, where E is an expectations equilibrium for 

s and (~,M). An information process (~,M;v,N) is said to be admissible 

if (~,M) is admissible. An equilibrium correspondence for an admissible 

information process is a correspondence ~: S ++ M x N such that for each 

s e: S, ~(s) is an information equilibrium. 

For each pair of stochastic environments s = (A,n,ea,eb) and 

S I = (' I I I ') d h A ,n ,ea ,eb ,an eac i, let 

{( 

I i,i ) A,n,eaB ea,ebB eb 

s otherwise. 

if A = A I and 
i ,i 

n = n = 0; and 

An information process is said to be adequate if it admits an equilibrium 

correspondence ~ such that for each s, s' e: S and each i, 

(*") Hs) f1 i i 
Hs ' ) = Hs ' * s) 0 Hs* S'). 
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6.2 Proposition: An equilibrium correspondence cp satisfies (*") if and 

only if there exist correspondences i ( ) {( i i) i Cii,i} ~ ~ : 0,1 x e ,eb : w = ~ a a M x N 

for each i, and A i i 
cp : (0,1) x IIie:A (E x E ) ++- M x N for each A C {I, ••. K} 

such that for each stochastic environment s = (A,n,ea,eb), 

where i A = {i:" n = I}. 

Proof: This follows directly from Proposition 3.6. 

6.3 Remarks: Given a message m, the expectation which the ith agent 

associates with m determines whether he responds to m according to the 

utility function i i 
ua ' ~, or AU! + (1 - A)U~. If (ll,M;v,N) is an adequate 

information process then o VOll (s) contains all the information an uninformed 

agent needs to make the appropriate response to any message he observes in an 

expectations equilibrium. For example, let 

suppose that ml = ll(el ) and 

and s' = (A,n,e2 ,el ) with 

m2 
i n = 0 

and 

and 

llora(s') 1 llorb(s'). Then {~,m2} is the unique expectations equilibrium 

for sand s', but the relation between messages and states differs between 

the two cases. If v(ml'm2) = v(m2 ,ml ), then to satisfy (*") we must have 

i i {ml ,m2 } = {ll(elB e2), ll(e2B e l )}. Since II must be privacy preserving 

(Proposition 6.4 below), this may require that 

i i th 
{ml,m2}~ II (e2); or in other words, that the i-- agent's response to the 

two messages is independent of the expectations he associates with them. If 

h ,th I "d d f h' , t e 1-- agent s response 1S not 1n epen ent 0 1S expectat10ns, v must 

d ' t' 'h b t th d d ' ( ) d (m
2

,m
l

) so that the ~th 1S 1ngu1s e ween e or ere pa1rs ml ,m2 an L 
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agent can form the correct expectations. For the competitive message process, 

these remarks are formalized in Lemma 6.9 below. 

6.4 Proposition: Suppose that (~~M;v,N) is an adequate information process. 

Then the message process (~,M) is privacy preserving. 

Proof: Let e,e' £ E, let 1 ~ i ~K, and let s = (A,n,e,e) and 

s' = (A,n,e' ,e'), with i O. If cJ> is an equilibrium correspondence n = 

for (~,M;v,N), then <I>(s) = {~(e)} x {v(u(e) ,1J(e»} and 

cJ>(s') = {~(e')} x {v(1J(e'),~(e'»}. Theref"ore 

</>(s) n </>(s') cJ>(s' *is ) fl i = cJ>(s* s') only if 

~(e) n ~(e' ) i i = ~(e'e e)n ~(ee e'), which completes the proof. 

6.5 Proposition: Suppose that (~,M) is a privacy preserving admissible 

message process. Let N = M x M and let v be the identity map on M x M. 

Then (~,M;v,N) is an adequate information process. 

Proof: Let the equilibrium correspondence </> be given by 

<I>(s) 
( {~(ea)' ~(eb)} x {v·~o (s)} if ~(ea):(: ~(eb); and 

= L {~'ra(s)} x {v·~o(s)} otherwise. 

Then condition (*") can be verified directly, using the fact that if 

s = (A,n,ea,eb ) and 

i 'i 
n = n = 0, then 

i r (s'* s) = 
a 

A' = A and 

i r (s')e r (s). a a 

6.6 Definition: An information process (~,M;v,N) is said to be complete 

if the correspondence <1>: S ++ M x N, given by </>(A,n,ea,eb ) = 

o x {v·~ (s)}, is an equilibrium correspondence and satisfies (*") • 
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6.7 Proposition: Suppose that (~,M) is a privacy preserving message 

process such that for each stochastic environment (A,n,eaeb), 

{~(ea)'~(~)} is an expectations equilibrium. Let N = M and let 

V be the projection (ma'~) ~ mae Then (~,M;v,N) is a complete 

information process. 

Proof: The proof is direct. 

6.8 Remarks: Proposition 6.7 formalizes the remarks made at the 

beginning of this section. The message process (w,a) ~ (I lall 1, ••• ,1 laKI I), 

where 11·/ / is the euclidean norm, (also discussed in 3.9) is an admissible 

privacy preserving process but does not satisfy the hypothesis of 6.7. If 

V is the projection (ma'~) ~ ma , then the information process (~,M;v,N) 

is not adequate. 

Proposition 6.10 below indicates that the projections (m ,m.) 1+ m 
a 0 a 

and (ma'~) ~ ~ are minimal inference processes for the competitive message 

process, subject to the adequacy requirement. 

6.9 Lemma: Suppose that (~ ,M ;v,N) is an adequate information process. 
c c 

If m and m' 

Proof: Let 

are distinct messages in M c 
then 

m and m' be distinct messages in 

v(m,m') 1 v(m' ,m). 

M. 
c 

It is straight-

forward to construct a stochastic environment s = (1/2,n,e,e') such that 

i) ~ (e) = m and ~ (e') = m'; c c 

ii) ]l or (s) 1 ]l or (s)· and c a c b ' 

iii) for i, i = 0, i i{m,m'}, some n ~ (e* e') c 
i {m,m' }. and ]l (e'* e) ¢ c 

Let s' = (1/2,n,e',e). Then (i) and (ii) imply that {m,m'} is the 
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unique expectations equilibrium for sand s'. If v(m,m') = v(m',m), 

then (iii) is in conflict with (*"), so we must have v(m,m'):/: v(m',m). 

6.10 Proposition: Suppose that (~,M ;v,N) is an adequate information 
c c 

process, that N is a Hausdorff space, and that v is continuous. Then for 

each m e: M , at least one of the functions v (m, • ) and v (. ,m) is one to one. c 

Proof: Let m e: M . We will show that v (m, ~ (.)) and v (ll (.) ,m) are c c c 

privacy preserving. Let 1 < i < K and let e1 ,e2 e: E. It is straight-

forward to construct stochastic environments s = 1 (A,T)1,ea1 ,e1) and 

i i 
n1 = n2 = 0, {m'~c(e1)} is the unique 

expectations equilibrium for sl' and {m'~c(e2)} is the unique expec-

tat ions equilibrium for s2' Let ~ be an equilibrium correspondence 

Similarly, 

is privacy preserving. 

v (ll (.) ,m) 
c 

It follows from Theorem 5.11 that the functions v(m,·) and v(·,m) 

are either constant or one to one, and Lemma 6.9 implies that at least 

one of the two functions must be nonconstant. This completes the proof. 

6.11 Remarks: Proposition 6.10 does not extend to all message processes 

which realize a nonwastefu1 allocation process. For example, if II is the 

identity, an inference process which yields a complete information process can 

be constructed as follows. Let v be the identity on E x E and let e e: E. 
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Let el ,e2,e
3

,e4 € E, let E' 

by repeated applications of the 

be the set of static environments generated 

i 
B operations to el 

be the set of environments similarly generated by 

and e2 , and let 

and e4 . Then if 

E" 

E' 1\ E" = </> and e € E' V E", identify the values of " on {e} x E', and 

identify (with a different value) the values of " on E" x {eL If the 

continuity assumption can be dropped from Lemma 5.6, it can also be dropped 

from the proposition. 

The discussion of this section has been limited to inference processes 

which are empirical in the sense that, if an information process is complete, 

the inference process is a function of the messages which are observed in an 

expectations equilibrium. It would also seem possible to use the adequacy 

condition (*") to analyse inference processes which convey information about 

the stochastic environment which is not reflected in the observed messages. 
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